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Teacher-Level Enhancements

Teacher Support
Lesson 0 provides teachers with a full guide on how to introduce the Think–Share–Compare Routine and
the presentation slides provided for every lesson help facilitate the discussion.
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Measures of Center and Variability
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• Understand that a data distribution can
be viewed by its center (mean, median,
and mode), spread (range), and overall
shape, and it can be analyzed by
its distribution.

data collection.

• Understand that graphs and tables
organize data.
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• Explain in writing the mathematical
processes for finding measures of
center and measures of variability
using transition words and
sequential language.

• Use the Lesson Vocabulary accurately
in discussing and writing about
variability in data sets.
• Read to clarify the meaning of the
terms cluster, mean absolute deviation
(MAD), median, mode, outlier, peak,
Mathematics
range, skewed left, and skewed right.

• peak what forms when many data
points are at one value.
• outlier a data point far away from the
other data points; it doesn’t quite fit
with the rest of the data points.
• median the middle number in an
ordered set of numbers.
• mode the most common number in a
set of numbers.
• range the difference between the
greatest and least values in a data set.
• mean absolute deviation (MAD) the
average of the distances of each data

Lesson-Level Enhancements

Language Support
for All
Students
Integrating
Language
and
Language routines, found in theMathematics
Teacher Resource Book, enhance the overall Think–Share–Compare
discourse routine and suggest an
overall
approach
to teaching
problems.
Ready®
Mathematics
integrates language
and mathematics
instruction to support all students in
learning. These research-based language routines provide powerful language-based activities through
which students access, create, and express their growing mathematical understanding.
(or other students when processing text) decides whether the
restatement is complete and correct. If not, students discuss
together and then revise the restatement. Teachers may call on
one or several students to restate the same idea.

Three Reads

Integrating
Language and
Integrating LanguageWhat It Is A three-step
routine for making sense of word
problems or mathematical tasks.
When to Use It After reading or during a discussion to
and Mathematics
Mathematics
How to Use It The task is read three times, each time with a
• confirm understanding of written text or points in

different
to support all students in
Outlines language routines that
can purpose:Ready® Mathematics integrates language and mathematics instruction
a discussion.
• What is this task
about?
learning.
These research-based language routines provide powerful
activities through
• focuslanguage-based
attention on important
ideas.
be used within any part of the Think–
• What do we need
tostudents
do or find?
which
access, create, and express their growing mathematical
understanding.
• let students
hear an idea more than once and in more than
Share–Compare Routine. They offer
• What quantities or information are important? How are
one way.
(or other students when processing text) decides whether the
• requireisthat
students
listen
to students
one another.
consistent, repeatable structures they
to related? Three Reads
restatement
complete
and correct.
If not,
discuss
The class comes to agreement on answers to each question.
together
then revise
the restatement.
may call
• giveand
students
time
to processTeachers
what was
saidonor read.
What It Is A three-step routine for making sense of word
understand language and express
one or several students to restate the same idea.
problems orover
mathematical
tasks.
While initially teacher-led,
time students
can use Three
Why
an idea
in your
WhenIt
toMatters
Use It AfterExpressing
reading or during
a discussion
to own words requires
ideas so students can focus onReads
the independently.
Three
bethree
done
orally,
or with a
How to
Use ItReads
The taskmay
is read
times,
each time
comprehension
and personal
engagement.
• confirm understanding
of written text
or points in Hearing an idea
different
purpose:
students
may
respond
in
writing
first,
before
class
discussion.
a
discussion.
mathematics they are learning. For
stated more than once and in slightly different ways builds
• What is this task about?
• focus attention on
importantan
ideas.
understanding.
Restating
idea, confirming accuracy, and then
helping
students
• What
do we need
to do or make
find? sense of a task.
example, “In your own words” When
is to Use It When
• let students hear an idea more than once and in more than
refining
the restatement builds the habit of listening carefully and
Adaptations for language
proficiency
levels include:
• What quantities
or information
are important? How are
one way.
related?
speaking
clearly
andlisten
precisely.
a routine that allows students to• volunteers ratherthey
• require that
students
to one another.
than
the teacher reading the task.
The class comes to agreement on answers to each question.
• give students time to process what was said or read.
• students
the task silently or chorally for
restate an idea they read or heard
in reading
While initially teacher-led, over time students can use Three
Why It Matters Expressing an idea in your own words requires
some readings.
Reads independently. Three Reads may be done orally, or
comprehension and personal engagement. Hearing an idea
their own words. It requires students
Act
It Out
studentsstudents.
may respond in writing first, before class discussion.
• pairing or grouping
stated
more than
once and in slightly different ways builds
understanding. Restating an idea, confirming accuracy, and then
to clarify understanding and use• having one partner
When toread
Use IttoWhen
helping students make sense of a task.
the other.
refiningItthe
the habitsense
of listening
carefully or
andspoken
Adaptations for language proficiency levels include:
What
Is restatement
Support builds
for making
of written
• calling on several
students or groups to respond to
speaking clearly and precisely.
clear, specific language.
• volunteers rather than the teacher reading the task.
language.
each question. •

students reading the task silently or chorally for
some readings.

How to Use It Review tasks and explanatory text ahead of time.
It Out that are likely to be unfamiliar, particularly
LookAct
for contexts
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must
in order to make sense of
What It Is that
Support
for making
senseunderstand
of written or spoken
the
problem. Gather pictures or objects (realia) to help convey
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important
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the and
context
or concept.
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of time.presenting the
Look for contexts
thatuse
are likely
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particularly
problem,
sketch,
gestures,
or act out
the problem, or call on
contexts that students must understand in order to make sense of
students to do so.

Why It Matters Students
make sense of the task by
• pairing or grouping students.
• making personal
connections
toread
problem
situations.
• having
one partner
to the other.
calling on several
studentsof
orinformation
groups to respond to
• clarifying which• quantities
or pieces
each question.
are important.
Why It Matters Students make sense of the task by
• recognizing relationships among quantities or pieces
• making personal connections to problem situations.
of information. • clarifying which quantities or pieces of information

the problem. Gather pictures or objects (realia) to help convey

are important.
• recognizing relationships among quantities or pieces
of information.

important
contextintroducing
or concept. When
presentingor
thetasks with
When
toparts
UseofIttheBefore
problems
problem, sketch, use gestures, or act out the problem, or call on
contexts
students tothat
do so.are likely to be unfamiliar to your students.

In Your Own Words

Your Own
Words
What It Is A routine In
to confirm
and clarify
understanding,
highlight ideas, encourage
students to listen to one another, and
What It Is A routine to confirm and clarify understanding,
lead students to use
clearideas,
andencourage
specific students
language.
highlight
to listen to one another, and

WhenIt
toMatters
Use It Before
introducing
problems
or tasks withmake sense of word
Why
Act
It Out helps
all students
contexts that are likely to be unfamiliar to your students.
problems
and explanatory text by clarifying unfamiliar or partially
Why
It
Matters
Act
It
Out
helps
all
students
make
sense of word
understood concepts and contexts.
problems and explanatory text by clarifying unfamiliar or partially
understood concepts and contexts.

lead students to use clear and specific language.

How to Use It The teacher calls on students to restate an idea
to Use It The teacher calls on students to restate an idea
they have read or How
heard
“in your own words.” The original speaker
they have read or heard “in your own words.” The original speaker

A22

English Language
Development
Offers suggestions for scaffolding
language use during the lesson
so students at different levels of
English proficiency can access the
mathematics and express their
own ideas.
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Prepare for Day 1: Use with Think It Through
ELP Levels 1–3

ELP Levels 2–4

ELP Levels 4–5

Reading/Speaking Read aloud or

Reading/Speaking Have students

Reading/Speaking Have students

paraphrase Think It Through. Display the
terms vary, variety, variability, and variable
and explain that the terms are related. Use
these sentence frames to guide discussion.

partner-read Think It Through. Display the
terms vary, variety, variability, variable,
statistical, and non-statistical. Have pairs use
the Turn and Talk routine to discuss how
the words can be used to complete these
sentence frames:

partner-read Think It Through. Form pairs
to discuss what statistical questions are and
how they differ from non-statistical
questions. Before they begin, display the
terms vary, variety, variability, statistical, and
non-statistical. Clarify meanings as needed.
Then ask each student to write the terms in
a list. Ask students to use this structure in
their discussion: Partner A explains what
statistical questions are and how they differ
from non-statistical questions. Partner B
listens and keeps track of the number of
times Partner A uses each of the displayed
terms. Partners switch roles. Finally,
partners co-construct an explanation of
how statistical and non-statistical
questions differ.

• To vary means “to change” or “be different.”
• A variable is a symbol that represents a
value. It is usually represented by a letter.
• Variability means “change” or “amount of
change.” It makes a statistical question
different from a non-statistical question.
• Statistical questions have answers that can
vary. When we ask a statistical question,
we expect a variety of answers.

• A variable is a symbol usually represented
by a letter that stands for a value.
• Variability means “change” or “amount of
change.” It makes a statistical question
different from a non-statistical question.
• Statistical questions have answers that can
vary. When we ask a statistical question,
we expect a variety of answers.
Call on pairs to share their work.

Prepare for Day 2: Use with Try It Another Way, Problem 10
ELP Levels 1–3

ELP Levels 2–4

ELP Levels 4–5

Speaking/Writing Read Try It Another

Speaking/Writing Have students

Speaking/Writing Have students read

Way, problem 10 aloud. Use the In Your
Own Words routine and support students
as they restate the problem. Clarify the
meanings of survey results, possible, how
many, and how long.

partner-read Try It Another Way,
problem 10. Then have pairs use the In Your
Own Words routine and restate the
problem. Ask pairs to use the Turn and Talk
routine to discuss and decide which

Try It Another Way, problem 10
ReadyMathematics.com
independently. Then have students work in
pairs to use the In Your Own Words routine
and restate the problem. Ask pairs to use the
Turn and Talk routine to discuss and decide
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aloud each of the Review Words. Have
students repeat chorally.

Unit-Level Enhancements

Term

• Read the directions aloud or ask a student to
do so. Call on students to explain the
directions in their own words.

Meaning or Example

collected information; Test scores like 75%, 77%, 81%, 81%, and
94% can be data.

data

Players’ Names

Height

Building on Familiar Concepts and Vocabulary
• Have students write or draw what they
know about the meaning of each word or
give an example. For this set of words,
students may be more comfortable with
examples than definitions.

Britany Sanchez
Alexa Jackson
Diedre Mason
Piper Dressler

5’10”
5’9”
5’10”
5’7”

data display

a graph; a table; a list

the mean of
the data

the average of a set of values; the number you get when you find
the sum of a set of values and divide the sum by the number of
values in the set

The beginning of every unit in the Student
Instruction
Book
toby asking
review
a way of collecting information
people to answer a
• Note “I don’t
know yet” responses.
Ensure gives students the opportunity
question or questions
that students using this response are
mathematical and academic vocabulary
and
to
access
and
build
on
familiar
concepts
that
are
important
supported through pair and whole
group discussions.
Read and Write for the Real-World Connection
for the upcoming unit.
Re-read Real-World Connection. Think about other information a restaurant owner,
survey

• When most students have completed
writing, pair students. Ask pairs to compare
their responses. Suggest they use the
Glossary or other reference materials to
confirm their ideas.

Unit 5

city planner, or coach might want to collect. Write your ideas in the space below.

Possible answers: A restaurant owner might need to collect information about the
most popular times for lunch or dinner or how many customers the restaurant had
on a given day or week; a city planner might need to collect information about
parking
needs in adata
neighborhood;
data
display a coach might need to collect information
about how much time players have spent practicing for a game.

Preview the Unit

Review Words

survey

the mean of the data

• As pairs discuss ideas, encourage students
Apply It
Build Your Vocabulary
to add to or revise their definitions
Discuss your ideas with a partner. Choose one idea and tell how you might collect
the information.
and examples.
Below are words and phrases you may know. For
each, write a meaning or example

Build Your Vocabulary

Possible answer: The restaurant owner could keep track of the number of

or write
“I don’t know yet.” Share your answerscustomers
with a partner.
Together add meanings
Provides opportunities for students to review
and compare lunch and dinner.
• Circulate, observe, and listen
to students’
and examples that you discuss.
discussions to assess their understanding.
274
previously taught mathematical or general
274
Clarify word meanings as needed.
Term
Meaning or Example
academic vocabulary.
• Call on pairs to share their meanings or
Unit 5 Statistics and Probability

examples with the class.

• Ask students to think about other information
each type of worker might want to collect and
why. Ask them to write at least one of their
ideas in the space.

data display
Real-World Connection

Asks students to make personal
connections to real-world, familiar
applications of the mathematics in
the unit.

Copying is not permitted.

for different foods, using electronic devices to
count cars at an intersection, and reviewing
records from competitions.

data

• Validate students’ definitions or examples
and clarify if there are misconceptions.

Real-World Connection
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• Read aloud the Real-World Connection
from the previous page and the
thedirections
mean of
the data
for Read and Write for the Real-World
Connection on this page as students follow
along. To confirm understanding, ask
students to explain what restaurant
owners,
survey
Concept Development
city planners, and coaches do and why they
Here is data about the ages of people in two different groups. The mean age in
might
want
collect
theWrite
information.
both groups is 13. How
are the
groupsto
alike
and different?
your ideas in the

• Have students work with a partner to discuss
their ideas and choose one for which they will
write ways the information might be collected.

Unit 5

Concept Development

Teacher Resource Book
Venn diagram. Possible answers are shown.

• Discuss ways in which theRead
workersand Write for the Real-World Connection
• In this unit, students will learn about
mentioned in Real-World
Connection
Re-read
Real-World Connection. Think about other information
a restaurant
Group
B
Group A
measures of
center andowner,
measures of
might
collect
information.
Students
may
city
planner,
or
coach
might
want
to
collect.
Write
your
ideas in the
space
below.
2, 24, 26, 1, 26, 25, 2, 1, 26, 1
11, 13, 13, 15, 12, 14, 13, 13, 12, 15
variability.
This
activity
provides informal
suggest surveys. Encourage them to think of
experiences with variability that students
other
methods,
such as counting
the orders
Group
A
Group B
can build on as they progress through
the unit.

Group A and
Group B

• Begin the activity by discussing the Venn
diagram. Explain what type of information
goes in each section of the diagram.
274
Unit 5 Statistics and Probability
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Apply
It
• Most people are teenagers
• The mean age is 13 years.
• No one is 13 years old.
• Read
aloudyou
themight
directions
Discuss your ideas with a partner. Choose one idea and
tell how
collectand point out that
in
between
• The maximum age is 15.
• There are 10 people
• The difference
thegroups.
mean age,
average
Here
is data
about the
ages of people in two different
Theormean
ageage,
in of each group
the information.
each group.
the youngest and oldest
is 13 years,
soyour
that ideas
information
both groups
How are the groups alike and different?
Write
in the is written in
peopleisis13.
25 years.
• There are people who
some
are 13 years old than
• Both groups haveVenn
the middle section.
diagram.

Concept Development

Concept Development

Provides collaborative visual activities
numbers listed more
other
age.
so students with a rangeanyof
mathematical
than once.
274
and English language proficiencies can
access and build upon familiar concepts
that are prerequisite for the unit.

• There is an equal
number of adults and

Unit 5 Statistics
and Probability
children.

Group A
11, 13, 13, 14, 12, 14, 13, 13, 12, 15

Group A

Teacher Resource Book
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Suggests activities through
which students examine
word meanings, word
structure, and related
words to create a word wall
that students can refer to
during the unit.

• Have studentsGroup
work with
B partners to list
similarities and differences about each
group in the Venn diagram, using the space
Group Aatand
the bottom of each circle if they have
Groupmore
B ideas than there are writing lines.
• Have partners share their completed Venn
diagrams with the class.

Unit 5 Statistics and Probability
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• Most people
are teenagers.

the
end of the• unit,
assign
• The mean age• isAt13
years.
No one
is 13small
yearsgroups
old. a

•

•

• Preview the statistical term central to this unit,• variability. First display related
terms that may be more familiar:
• The store has a variety of fruits so that people can choose the ones
they like best.
• Matt likes to vary the color of his shirt so that he doesn’t wear the same color
every day.

•

data display and a measure of center and
variability. Ask each
• group to create the
display and calculate the measures using the
data for Group A and Group B.

• Have groups show their displays and
measures to the •class. Lead a class
discussion of the effectiveness of each
display and measure in describing these
data sets.

• The weather will be variable tomorrow: cloudy, then rainy, and finally
some sunshine.
• Explain that variability in statistics refers to how the numbers in a data set
differ from one another. Use the data in Group A and Group B of the Venn
diagram as an example.
• Brainstorm as a class other data sets that would have a lot of variability (e.g.,
the height of middle school students) and those that might have very little
(e.g., the ages of first graders).
• Post the term variability on a word wall or on an anchor chart for students
to refer to throughout the unit. Have students add the word to their
Math Journals.

Unit 5 Statistics and Probability
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Preview Academic
Vocabulary

Preview Academic Vocabulary
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• Read the information in the left section.
©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted.
Ask students to explain what in the data set
Group
shows
thatBmost people in Group A are
teenagers.
with
the
in
2, 24, 22,Repeat
1, 26, 25,
2, 1,
26,information
1
the right section and the data about
Group B.
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